“

I have been a supporter of Eurovangelism/TEN
for many years. Out of the many calls upon us as
Christians to support God’s Kingdom building, this
is one of the most cost effective missions raised
up to resource it. The partners in the various
countries are the workers. It is our privilege
to support them—through prayer, supplying
expertise and financial resource, which, with
God’s Grace, enables this work to happen.

Dexter and Margaret Slatter

“

If you are interested in knowing more about leaving a gift in your Will to Transform
Europe Network, please request our free information pack:
Telephone: 0117 9615161 and ask to speak to Melanie Griffiths, our Supporter
Relations & Funding Development Officer
Email: melanie.griffiths@ten-uk.org
Write to:
Transform Europe Network
23 Apex Court
Woodlands
Bradley Stoke
Bristol BS32 4JT

If you are including
Transform Europe Network
(Eurovangelism) in your
Will, please remember to
quote our UK registered
charity number:

Or complete the tear off slip below
and return it to the above address.

1140592

Leaving a Legacy can make a lasting difference
Dear Supporter,

Please send me a TEN legacy pack

Thank you for considering leaving a gift
to Transform Europe Network (TEN) in
your Will. We really cannot emphasise
enough how much difference your
donation will make.

Name:
Address:

Thank you so much for your interest in the work of TEN.
It makes such a difference to our partners in Europe to have your support.

“

“

I thank my God every time I remember you. In all my prayers for all of
you, I always pray with joy because of your partnership in the gospel from
the first day until now, being confident of this, that he who began a good
work in you will carry it on to completion until the day of Christ Jesus.
(Phil 1: 3-6 NIV)

A FUTURE AND A
HOPE FOR EUROPE:

The need across Europe is immense;
only 2% of people are Evangelical
Christians and our continent is one of
the most resistant to Christianity! As
well as the spiritual emptiness, there
are many living in extreme physical
poverty; 19% of children are at risk of
life without basic essentials.
When we receive donations left to us in
this way it helps us better support our
partners across Europe, transforming

www.ten-uk.org

lives and communities—through, church
planting, humanitarian aid, social action
and education projects, in some of the
poorest parts of Europe. Your donation
is absolutely vital in supporting our
partners at their point of need.
For this reason, I have decided to leave
a legacy, myself, to
TEN so this work can
continue long into
the future. Together
we can make a
lasting difference.
Gerry Partridge
CEO Transform
Europe Network

The hungry are being fed, lives are being transformed—both physically and spiritually

BUILDING ON A GREAT LEGACY
Eurovangelism, now TEN, was started
and pioneered 50 years ago by great
people like Dave Foster and Gary Cox.
You may well have been inspired to get
involved in the work of TEN because of
their influence. Their accounts of the
work over more than 50 years are truly
inspiring. With your help as a faithful
supporter over the years, we have been
able to ensure that the Gospel message
continues to be spread across Europe,
transforming lives:
The hungry are being fed, lives are
being transformed—both physically
and spiritually. People are being freed
from captivity, drug addiction, human
trafficking and poverty. Young people
grow in their knowledge and love of
Jesus and some become leaders of
the future, through church planting
initiatives and education projects.

“

WHY LEAVE A GIFT IN YOUR WILL?
» It is important to ensure your family and loved ones are provided
for first and foremost.
» Without a Will your wishes might not be carried out.
» A gift in your Will is a way of continuing to build Kingdom
Communities long into the future.
» Gifts to UK registered charities are exempt from inheritance Tax.
So, your chosen charity receives the whole gift that you have
pledged to them.

By leaving a legacy you can
ensure that this important work
continues across this most needy
and often overlooked continent.
Thank you so much for joining
with us to ensure that God’s
Kingdom continues to grow.

We are blessed to know you, to
work side by side with you, and
we forever treasure personal
love, encouragement and all that
Transform Europe Network has done
for us, and the people of Serbia for so
many years. In His name we go on!

Please note, a Will is a legal document. If you are thinking of writing or
updating a Will, you are strongly advised to seek professional advice.

Danny & Vera Kuranji, Serbia

“

People are being freed from captivity, drug addiction, human trafficking and poverty

